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SOLUTIONS FOR BUILDING MATERIAL
AND ORE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
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Foreword 3

CMP headquarter in Dessau / germany

Thinking globally – acTing in parTnership!
This mission lies at the heart of the corporate philosophy and our global market position, because your satisfaction is our motivation. This philosophy underpins a collaborative
approach, oriented to the production of sustainable benefits for all the actors involved.
Our success is based on the integration of commercial objectives and social responsibility. In
our products, efficient energy use and future-oriented environmental awareness are harmonised
with economic efficiency and competitiveness.

Our employees are our most important corporate resource: their knowledge, competence,
commitment and many decades of experience
guarantee the fulfilment of your expectations
and targets.
The productive challenge of providing our global customers with competent, innovative and
customised solutions is the inspiration behind
our daily motivation – now and in the future.
Your CMP team
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global partnership 5

global parTnership
Modern processing technology solutions
depend on innovative thinking and continuous further development. CMP develops solutions for the cement industry, the
pit and quarry industry and the disposal industry. Our process engineering and
design are based on many decades of
experience, which we pass on to our customers
for their benefit.
We think global and act in partnership: CMP
fulfils your customised requirements around
the world. Whether in America, Asia, Africa
or Europe – we formulate professional solutions
and assist you throughout the realisation of
your project, e.g. erection of a complete grinding plant, to the delivery of a kiln plant and the
modernisation of processing plant. We are
active in partnership around the world.

6 The Team

Teamwork
wiTh personal
commiTmenT
Innovation is only possible with good staff. The
productive and efficient merger of team spirit,
motivation and high levels of technical competence simplify the realisation of customised
solutions.
This goes hand-in-hand with customer satisfaction, which is another major priority for our staff.
This is primarily achieved through flexibility and
performance-orientation: our personal measures for your success.
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Incorporating enthusiastic and performanceoriented young people in a team of experienced
and practice-oriented engineers guarantees our
clients extremely long-term skills and competence of CMP and necessary levels of professional performance.
Our team guarantees fast project realisation
thanks to short decision-making paths and
decentralised organisation. A major role here is
also played by open communications and the
transfer of knowledge on the latest technologies:
technical expertise and in-depth experience
enable us to find the optimal solutions for every
problem.
Combining these measures with social responsibility, a high level of future-orientation, and stateof-the-art working models, creates a working
environment in which innovation is advanced on
the basis of personal commitment.

a partnership-based
approach within the
team, and externally
with your team, is an
important priority.
good cooperation
establishes trust –
trust which gives you
the assurance you
need to implement
your project –
from planning,
right through to
commissioning.

8 engineering

ForwarD-looking experTise
We provide you with the technical
competence required at every stage in the
development of your plant: from innovative
and customised product solutions and
processes to the planning and realisation
of new plants and the refurbishment and
optimisation of existing plants.
We develop forward-looking technological solutions with the expert knowledge of
our highly qualified engineers worldwide and
intelligent networks within the CMP. With
their service attitude, the highest levels of

technical competence and their ability to work
effectively and efficiently in teams, our staff
guarantee the results-oriented implementation of your specifications, supported by short
decision-making paths and professionally
guided creativity.
Our integrated planning ranges from the elaboration of basic concepts to the layout of individual process components and determination of the realisation costs. We also elaborate
feasibility and economic studies. All with the
necessary experience and professionalism.

engineering 9

planning anD realisaTion
Determining customer-specific requirements
Elaborating different basic concepts
Advising and selecting the concepts
Designing the process components
Planning complete plants
Determining realisation costs
Equipments supply (I.P.C.)
Erection and commissioning plants
Training the operating crew

Support of the hydraulic trust roller station of a
5,000 tons per day rotary cement kiln.

10 Plant Engineering
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Full service From
a compeTenT source
In addition to high quality equipment and machinery, CMP also provides
you with professional engineering services and complete service from a
single source: for the optimal design of your cement-, or pit- and quarry-, or disposal industry plant. Productivity, energy-efficiency and competitiveness for our customers are the priority factors influencing our
work.
We erect complete production lines or deliver single plant components – always equipped with state-of-the-art-technology. The practiceoriented and compact design of our plants underpins the problem-free
execution of detailed mutually coordinated process flows, because we
perfectly combine form and function.
Our highly qualified and motivated team realises your project together
with the project manager as the central contact. This guarantees you
a completely professional service satisfying an enormous spectrum of
requirements and specifications.
Our plants are always planned with the incorporation of specific
customer requirements and special material specifications. We
cooperate with other companies in partnership to provide you
with expertise covering whole bulk material sector. Unnecessary
interfaces are avoided by putting into place properly organized overall
coordination. We can provide you with complete project realisation from
a single source.

comprehensive applications require competent
solutions: This cement mill in bangladesh reflects
the special requirements of the cement industry
and is equipped with state-of-the-art CMP grinding
equipment.

12 plant engineering

This complete plant was realised in the united arab emirates in only 18 months. CMP provided this
turnkey project with the feasibility study, planning, design, delivery, assembly, training of the staff for
operation and commissioning.

inDusTries

soluTions

Cement industry

Turnkey plants

Mortar industry

Market analysis

Lime industry

Feasibility study

Gypsum industry

Planning

Quarry stone industry

Engineering

Sand and gravel industry

Assembly

Ore processing industry

Assembly supervision

Fine ceramics industry

Plant maintenance

Kaolin industry

Plant optimisation

Chalk industry

Refurbishment

Raw clay industry

Modernisation

Disposal industry

The processing of alternative and secondary energy sources
is gaining increasingly in significance. in this sector CMP provides complete as well as flexible customised solutions.
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Dynamic proDucTs
For unique resulTs
What our customers expect is quality. CMP
develops, designs and manufactures products
optimised by strict quality management. Our
future-oriented technologies are tested and
standardised in our purpose-built R&D Technical centre.

CMP qualiTy managemenT
guaranTees you
Highest quality
Punctual realisation
Optimum price-performance ratio

14 optimisation and expansion of existing Facilities

opTimisaTion anD expansion
oF exisTing FaciliTies
Capacity constraints, excessive manufacturing costs, progress of the process technology,
alternative fuels, changes in raw material base,
official requirements – The boundary conditions of the cement production are constantly
changing.
It is a challenging task to adapt existing plants,
to identify and implement prospects of optimisation, especially if the plant is several years old
and the design parameters have changed or are
no longer known. Therefore a particular focus
of the CMP is the optimisation, expansion and
adaptation of existing plants.

On admission of the actual state CMP engineers first measure gas and mass flows, create
heat balances and analyse the chemical conditions, in order to receive a realistic impression of
the plant. At the same time mechanical weaknesses are identified and the process control is
analysed. Based on these results optimisation
opportunities will be developed, modification
proposals will be outlined and their appropriate costs will be determined. With these realistic values the operator can make optimal investment decisions, which not only ensure results,
but also define exactly modification times and
costs. So it is possible to minimise therefore
necessary plant downtimes.
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eFFicienT energy uTilisaTion:
heavy-DuTy kilns
Kilns are the heart of cement factories. The
plant required for cement clinker production
consists of a rotary kiln, coupled with a raw
meal pre-heater, calcinator and a clinker cooler.
This is where the processes take place which
convert cement raw meal into cement clinker. Therefore our rotary kilns have to deliver
impressive performance: CMP manufactures
ultra-modern and efficient cement clinker production plants with a capacity of up to 10,000
tons cement clinker per day.

In the multistage cyclone-preheater with integrated calciner the raw material is heated up
to about 950°C and decarbonated before the
kiln. The optimised design of CMP pregeatercyclones guarantees low heat consumption and
a very low pressure drop. CMP preheaters are
designed for low emissions even with alternative fuels.

CMP kilns are characterised by high levels of
energy efficiency in terms of heat and electrical
power.
Kilns produce cement clinker at a temperature
of about 1,400°C. It is transported in hot condition from the rotary kiln into the clinker cooler.
The clinker is cooled down to less than 100°C in
the cooler, so that it can be transported further
for storage and further processing. The clinker is cooled with air which heats up during the
cooling process and is partially re-used as combustion air. This recovers the input heat energy
and saves valuable energy.

Cement rotary kiln

Multi stage cyclone-preheater

16 kiln Technology

we elaboraTe cusTomiseD
concepTs For inTernaTional
clienTs.
Our rotary kilns must continuously withstand high mechanical and
thermal loads. Test runs carried out in the laboratory and on the
computer enable CMP to avoid inefficient workflows and identify
and erase possible problems in advance. We can therefore guarantee you properly defined burning behaviour right down to the
smallest detail.

kiln Technology 17

CMP´s standard kilns are produced as twosupport kilns and therefore benefit from static
definition. We also supply three-support rotary kilns upon request or based on tailor-made
process specifications. CMP´s highest priorities
are safety and efficiency. Special kiln inflow and
outflow designs result in excellent proven sealing properties. This avoids the intake of secondary air into the negative pressure system within
the kiln and prevents the emission of dust.

The two-stage and three-stage
rotary kilns manufactured by CMP
are equipped with a special kiln head
concept. This minimises the amount
of dust in the secondary and tertiary
air to underpin optimised, stable kiln
calcination.
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Z
y

x

twin roller BETA-MILL

series
The modular concept of the BETA-MILL allows one base frame to support two different sizes of grinding rollers.
Additionally the design of the BETA-MILL grants easy parallel arrangement of several mills for higher
throughputs. Hereby a bigger classiﬁer may also be fed by several mills.

Models

Diameter upper roller

Diameter lower roller

x

y

z

BM 250

250

1.250

1.250

2.065

6.140

3.145

68.000

90

BM 375

375

1.250

1.250

2.065

6.140

3.145

71.000

135

BM 500

500

1.800

1.800

2.950

7.770

4.250

140.000

180

BM 750

750

1.800

1.800

2.950

7.770

4.250

145.000

270

BM 1000

1.000

2.100

2.100

4.500

8.420

5.300

255.000

360

BM 1250

1.250

2.100

2.100

4.750

8.420

5.300

318.000

450

BM 1500

1.500

2.100

2.100

5.000

8.420

5.300

381.000

540

BM 1750

1.750

2.100

2.100

5.250

8.420

5.300

445.000

630

Weight in kg

Type

Roller width

Throughput pre-grinding
in t/h (GBFS)

Dimensions in mm (without drive)

* all dimensions are actually valid, but changes may happen according to further developments.
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concepT
BETA-MILL
The mill works based on the pressure grinding
principle. By having deﬁned feeding velocity
and material height as well as width, a deﬁned
material bed regarding its physical characteristic
will be fed to pressure transaction zone (grinding
zone), while the force (F) and the velocity (v) are
online controlled and adjustable.
In comparision to other pressure grinding
mills additional energy savings of up to 30 %
are possible due to the optimised grinding
conditions, compared to ball mills even up to
70 % are possible.

aDvanTages
BETA-MILL

Twin Roller BETA-MILL

Most energy efficient grinding principle
new pressure grinding mill
Lowest wear rate
minimized speed differences & friction
Partial loads without losses on efficiency
Free adjustable working speed
Easy & cost reduced spare-parts handling
standard components, e.g. gearbox

High Pressure Roller Mill

One grinding plant for many products
Fast product change < 5 minutes

Vertical Roller Mill
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CMP mills are manufactured
by highly qualified staff observing extremely stringent quality standards.

Flexible reDucTion:
perFecT grinDing
Technology
Stable and precise process steps, long service lives of CMP products, energy savings and
emission reductions are the trademarks of CMP
plants. The realisation of CMP quality specifications is underpinned by the highest standards of
quality control and quality assessment regulations. You profit from the advantages of highly
developed grinding plants.
The efficiency of CMP grinding technology
is achieved on the basis of highly developed
mechanics, precision manufacturing and high
levels of precision during assembly. The process stage in our grinding plant are coordinated down to the last detail to guarantee you
very high levels of availability, optimum energy
consumption and maximum services lives for
all plant components – to help you to conserve
resources. Our product line includes:
Ball mills
Rod tube mills
Autogenous grinding mills
Semi-autogenous grinding mills

a further guarantee for complete
compliance with CMP quality specifications is the meticulous selection
of german sheet metal and forging
blank suppliers.

Tube mill grinding Technology 23

Grinding technology innovations such as our
own development of the new grinding concept
for the energy-saving grinding of bulk materials,
open the way for tomorrow’s resource-saving
technologies. In our CMP R&D Technical Centre, one of the priorities is the further development of our grinding technology.
A pilot plant at semi-industrial scale with capacities of up to five tons per hour includes a turbo
mill for grinding soft to medium-hard materials,
as well as for surface coating and treating with
powders and meals.
The CMP R&D Technical Centre realises all conceivable milling processes for dry and wet milling with the application of roller press, bowl mill
crushers, wet and dry ball mills as well as three
different classifying technologies. The CMP
R&D Technical Centre allows very precise and
specific milling tests to be carried out to determine the best technical solution to meet the
precise requirements of our customers.

many decades of work have gone into the development
of the CMP calculation models used to determine the
optimum make up of the grinding body, taking into account the
physical and chemical properties of the material to be ground and
the milling parameters.

CMP own finite element software precisely
investigates and optimally designs all the rotating
parts, taking into consideration vibration, temperature
and load alternation effects.
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CMP ball mills proDuce besT resulTs in all applicaTions
Compound grinding in a continuous mill
Compound grinding in a classifiergrinding cycle
Separate component grinding with downstream dosing and mixing equipment

ball mills, also known as tube mills, have been used for more
than 100 years to grind cement raw materials and cement
clinker, as well as a range of other raw materials and ores.
ball mills benefit from toughness and high availability.

By ensuring the effective use of the grinding process and the continuous optimisation of mill design,
we can guarantee high service lives, low specific
wear and tear, and optimal energy consumption –
in other words, perfect grinding technology.
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CMP supplies as standard the slide shoe bearings
of the mills with one hydraulic lifting unit integrated within the slide shoe bearing housing.

noch ersetzen durch seite 12 cpT

CMP mill and slide shoe bearings – high
quality, precision german product.
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reliable precision:
Tomorrow’s classiFying-Technology
In the grinding process, classifiers are the crucial elements defining product quality and the
energy-savings potential of grinding plants.
CEMAG Classifiers are primarily characterised
by their continuous further development in
response to changing classifying conditions.
The highly developed dispersion system for
deagglomerating of materials is technically
unique. Thanks to this technology, CEMAG
Classifiers get top marks for de-dusting
crushed sand as well as the cooling and drying
processes.

gigantic: our cemag high efficiency classifier for diameters from 150 to 10,000mm – from cross Flow to Turbo
micro-classifiers.

Special components guarantee a particle size
distribution of the product, absolutely free of
over-size particles. Highly variable infinite cut
point adjustment is achieved via:
Cage rotor revolutions
Re-circulated air rate
Air entry angle
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Our broad range of classifiers is tailored to your
needs. Classifying-Technology for every application is a standard part of our product line. Our
comprehensive product spectrum guarantees you
optimal classifying systems to meet your precise
requirements:
cemag high efficiency cross Flow-classifiers
from 150 to 7,000 mm diameter
cemag high efficiency cyclone recirculating
air-classifiers
from 400 to 8,000 mm diameter
cemag high efficiency compact-classifiers
from 300 to 10,000 mm diameter
cemag high efficiency airstream-classifiers
(static and dynamic)
from 500 to 9,000 mm diameter
cemag high efficiency Jet airstream-classifiers
from 300 to 700 mm plate diameter
cemag high efficiency Zig Zag-classifiers
cemag high efficiency cyclones
from 300 to 8,000 mm diameter

CMP products and services also include the
modernisation of existing plants. with us, upgrading
involves only a small step from compact-classifiers to
cyclone recirculation air-classifiers, and from cyclone
recirculation air-classifiers to cross Flow-classifiers.
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cemag classiFiers, 3rd generaTion
1st generation
Compact-Classifier

grade efficiency (%)

2nd generation
Cyclone Recirculating
Air-Classifier

3rd generation
Cross Flow-Classifier

particle size (µm)

Tromp curve

On the basis of the most recent findings and requirements of the manufacturing industry our engineers
and technicians have launched a high efficiency classifier model of the third generation with distinctive
qualities.

recirculated air mode with cyclone and cooling, or without cooling

classifying-Technology 29

universal applicaTion
For all processing grinding plants
For separation of fine-grained materials
For deducting of coarse grained products
Drying and cooling of materials
As adapter roller and impact mills
Products free from oversize grain
Best in feed material-dispersion
Best in cut size separating process

CEMAG Classifier
Type:
cross Flow-classifier
Dimensions: ø 300 – ø 10,000 mm
output:
50 – 400,000 kg/h

special aDvanTages
Deagglomeration system
Hanging suspension of cage rotor, short shaft
Special cage sealing without sealing air
Stepless adjustment of air flow
Stepless adjustment of cage speed
Stepless installation sizes
Partial loads possible
Wear-optimised design
High availability
High economic efficiency

30 Material Handling

Ship unloading plant in Bangladesh for gypsum and clinker.
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high capaciTy sTorage anD logisTics
CMP also works in the field of transport and
transhipment of bulk materials with a special
focus on blending bed technology.
We provide solutions for circular as well as longitudinal blending beds. We determine the optimal distribution of the material on the basis of
continuous blending bed simulations and sampling. The continuous further development of
our products and systems underpins our sustainable quality.

our experTise:
Turnkey plant
Process engineering
Planning and design of complete plant
Supply of equipments
Erection
Commissioning

32 solutions for the aggregate and mining industry

scope oF Delivery anD services
Wet processing plants

Special accessories

Dry processing plants

Planning

Sorting plants for waste and construction rubble

Engineering

Plant components

Assembly

Screening machines

Maintenance

Crushing plants

Optimisation

Bucket wheels

Refurbishment

Conveying technology

Modernisation

solutions for the aggregate and mining industry / engineering 33

our Team – Dynamic anD in parTnership
CMP supplies turnkey plants for the aggregate
industries. On the basis of our cooperation in
partnership our engineers define solutions for
design requirements with our customers. Our
experts accompany you from preliminary planning to erection and commissioning, based on
state of the art technology.
High performance solutions enable you to run
energy-saving plants which operate economical, efficient. We provide the whole product
range required by bulk material processing
industries.

34 solutions for the aggregate and mining industry / aggregate plants

processing bulk maTerial
one oF our maJor FielDs oF compeTence
Modern processing technology depends on innovative thinking.
Decades of experience are basis for our process engineering and
design advances.

solutions for the aggregate and mining industry / screening machines / bucket wheels 35

CMP-screening
machines
We produce screening machines for all kinds of
bulk material. Depending on the specification classifying or dewatering - our engineers design
linear or circular vibrating machines.
CMP-screening machines are sturdy and
designed for a long lasting use. Our designers
implement the physical screening specifications
in an optimal screening machine engineering.

CMP-buckeT wheels
CMP-dewatering bucket wheels are designed
and constructed by experienced engineers
according to most modern technical knowledges in material dewatering and feature a
most favourable cost to performance-ratio.
We deliver bucket wheels for all fields of application including suction excavator feeding up to
a diameter of 8 m.

Dewatering bucket wheel, type esr 35/14/065 s
in the assembly shop
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The CMP R&D Technical Centre is a research centre for
milling and Classifying-Technology . Laboratory engineers and technicians carry out physical and chemical
analysis and tests in a fully equipped laboratory.
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creaTive research
unDerpinning your
compeTiTive aDvanTages
Conducting research and development into the
latest technologies and techniques are essential for CMP to provide our clients with their
required quality. In our own R&D Technical
Centre, we put all of our plants and equipment
through a continuous improvement process,
covering design as well as technical aspects.
A special focus is the further development of
our classifying and milling technology. New
developments are put through test runs, primarily with the aim of identifying optimal solutions
to perfectly fulfil the requirements of our customers. To pursue this R&D work optimally, we
have opened our specially built Technical Centre with a fully equipped laboratory for the precise physical and chemical analysis of all products.
The testing equipment in the Technical Centre is at a semi-industrial scale for all sectors of
the bulk material processing industry: the pilot
plant currently in the Technical Centre includes
CEMAG Cross Flow-Classifiers, bowl-millcrushers, roller-press and various classifying
systems.

physical anD chemical
laboraTory TesTs
Grindability test
Burnability test
Air jet sieving
Dry and wet sieving
Laser granulometry
Blaine analysis
Moisture analysis
State quantity analysis of gases
Flow meter technology
Whiteness measurement
Gas pycnometry
Ignition loss
And more

Our BETA-MILL technology research activities
have already led to the development of an innovative crushing system which will revolutionise
the market. Numerous test runs have thoroughly confirmed the process engineering functionality of this mill. Compared to analogous mills in
industrial use, this innovative mill boosts energy
savings of up to 35 %.

covering an area of 1,000m2 (with an option to double the size in a
second phase), and with a height of 12 metres and installed electrical power of 800 kw, the CMP r&D Technical centre pushes ahead
the cutting-edge technology of tomorrow.
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TogeTher we are sTrong:
CMP anD parTners
Together with our affiliated companies we form
a strong, professional and competent team:
CMP and partners. The know-how available in
various engineering disciplines enables us to
a long-term and forward-looking realisation of
your plant from one source; starting from design
to commissioning.
These services include all kinds of professional
design in the areas building construction, industrial and civil engineering up to the erection
of complete production plants. Furthermore,
our scope of services contains professional
processing and treatment technology, storage,
transportation, mixed-bed technology etc.

CMP headquarter in Dessau/germany

CMP and partners have learned through
decades of experience to define your
expectations and needs jointly with you and to
implement them.

CMP r&D Technical center, hameln
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compleTe soluTions anD parTial soluTions –
you can builD on our compeTence
As a general contractor for turnkey construction
in the building construction, industrial construction and civil engineering sectors, M&M BAU
GmbH provides you with a whole spectrum
of services covering the realisation of private,
commercial and industrial buildings – as complete packages or separate services.
M&M BAU GmbH is your competent partner
for all aspects of planning, tendering, structural design and construction supervision as well
as turn key.

with its many years of experience, m&m bau gmbh has the competence to plan, statically and dynamically calculate, and execute all types
of buildings with the highest safety standards. This takes into consideration all of the relevant loads such as wind, earthquakes and explosion
hazards, as well as different foundation types, such as vibro-press piles,
raft foundations orpiled foundations.
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M&M BAU is a partner of the globally active CMP. As a specialist for
building construction, industrial construction and civil engineering, we
act as contractors for private developers and especially commercial and
industrial developers. Our comprehensive service spectrum ranges from
detailed 3-D planning using state-of-the-art IT, to supporting framework planning and the quality-oriented and professional execution of all
works.
Our experienced engineering team provides you with individual advice
and numerous economically-efficient solutions to cover all of your wishes and demands for perfect functionality and attractive building design.
M&M BAU GmbH sets new benchmarks because your satisfaction is
our motivation – your trust is our success.
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hgv tipping station

2

underground tunnel (35m long)

3

bridge (80m long)

4

Transfer tower (23 m high)

5

self-supporting bridge (73 m long)

6

circular hall (Ø 129 m)

7

stacker/reclaimer (radius 60 m)

8

underground tunnel (78m long)

9

Transfer station

10

electricity building

11

underground tunnel (65m long)

12

Transfer to the existing conveyor belts

13

milling plant

14

rotary kiln
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reinforced concrete structures in perfection:
The self-supporting circular hall in Dubai (above) provides storage space for
150,000 tonnes of cement clinker and is one of the ten largest in the world.
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how To FinD us
1

Cement and Mining Processing (CMP) AG
Alte Landebahn 15
06846 Dessau / Germany
Phone: +49 340 / 21 67 - 0
Fax: +49 340 / 21 67 - 111
info@cmpag.com
www.cmpag.com

2

M&M BAU GMBH
Rathenaustraße 2-6
31832 Springe / Germany
Phone: +49 5041 / 80 21 85 - 0
Fax: +49 5041 / 80 21 85 - 20
info@mundm-bau.de
www.mundm-bau.de

3

CMP R&D Technical Centre
Freibusch 3
31789 Hameln / Germany
Phone: +49 5151 / 10 730 - 0
Fax: +49 5151 / 10 730 - 90

Berlin
Hannover
2
3

springe

Hameln
1

Dessau
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Cement and Mining Processing (CMP) AG
Alte Landebahn 15
06846 Dessau-Roßlau
Germany
Phone: +49 340 / 21 67 - 0
Fax:
+49 340 / 21 67 - 111
info@cmpag.com
www.cmpag.com

